
Druck rental units
Reduce downtime with a local Druck rental unit
Druck offers short and long-term rental programs for portable calibrators, pressure controllers and pitot static testers 
from our North America Service Center.

Our flexible rental terms provide high quality, reliable pressure devices that only the original manufacturer can provide.

DPI610E 20 Bar & DPI610E 35 Bar
The “Iconic Druck” DPI610E is a portable, battery-powered, self-contained manual pressure calibrator  
capable of pressure generation, fine control, and loop measurement.

The DPI610E retains the iconic handle, the ease of use, and the robust, reliable design of its  
predecessors, but offers exciting new functionality including an internal barometer, with a  
barometer port for easy calibration. In addition to this, the DPI610E contains an enhanced  
battery, offering over 90 hours continual use from a single, 2 hour charge.

PV624 20 bar package
Druck’s hybrid portable pressure calibration package comprises of the new PV624 hybrid pressure controller, DPI620G  
electrical calibrator and PM620 pressure module to create the only truly modular calibration system on the market.

With market leading speed to stable setpoint, combined with automatic pressure generation and control to combat  
adiabatic effects, Druck’s hybrid portable calibration package is ideal for portable pressure calibration up to 20 bar.

ADTS500 Series
With options of two, three and four channel variants, Druck’s ADTS500 Series are a portable flightline air  
data test set with large pitot static volumes, ideal for use in commercial aircraft of varying sizes.

Druck’s ADTS500 Series are tried and trusted by customers across the globe to provide accurate pitot  
static air data validation, leak testing, fault-finding and avionics instrumentation testing.

PACE Control Modules
With a choice of interchangeable control modules to suit your application, Druck’s PACE pressure  
controllers are proven to be the most accurate and stable on the market. Ideal for high stability,  
high precision pressure control, designed for test bench, bench top and rack mount calibration,  
and automated test applications.
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Contact our friendly US Druck Services team to find out availability and more details.
Phone: +1 (281) 542-3650 
Email: namservice@bakerhughes.com 
Website: Druck.com/NAM-Services.


